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QUESTION 1

You develop a SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) report. 

A Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) query used in the report contains a parameter to display sales data for various
product categories. You write the following query. 

You discover that the query generates an error when executed. You need to ensure that the query executes
successfully. 

What should you do? 

A. Remove the NON EMPTY clauses. 

B. Replace the CHAPTERS axis with the ROWS axis. 

C. Replace the CHAPTERS axis with the SECTIONS axis. 

D. Rewrite the query to display the Order Quantity on the COLUMNS axis, the Calendar Year on the ROWS axis, and
the Category data on the PAGES axis. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are creating a SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS) package which gets information from a FTP server
through utilizing many FTP tasks and operate information through utilizing many Execute SQL tasks for Company.com. 

After the package downloads the files, you should make sure that you could set the package to restart. 

In order to solve the problem, which is the correct answer? 

A. You should set the HTTP tasks to hold transactions Log. 

B. You should set the Execute SQL store procedure to hold transactions Log. 

C. You should transfer the half HTTP job to a sequence container. 

D. You should set the package to utilize a checkpoint. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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You create a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) solution. You have a dimension named Account and a time
dimension named Time. You have a fact table that contains a column named CurrentBalance. 

CurrentBalance contains the current account balance. 

You need to create a measure named AccountBalance from the CurrentBalance column to display the closing account
balance for a time period. 

What should you do? 

A. Set the AggregationFunction property of AccountBalance to Sum. 

B. Set the AggregationFunction property of AccountBalance to ByAccount. 

C. Set the AggregationFunction property of AccountBalance to LastNonEmpty. 

D. Set the AggregationFunction property of AccountBalance to FirstNonEmpty. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You design a report by using SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS). 

The report contains a dataset that has 25 million rows of data. The report is rendered by using the HTML rendering
extension. 

You need to ensure that users can view the report without delay during rendering, What should you do? 

A. Set the PageHeight property to 0. 

B. Set the InteractiveHeight property to 100. 

C. Set the InteractiveHeight property to 0, 

D. Set the PageHeight property to 100. 

Correct Answer: B 

To control pagination, you specify page-related properties in the report definition. Each rendering extension varies in
how it supports page properties and whether it supports pagination altogether. The same report will paginate differently 

depending on which rendering extension you use to view it. 

InteractiveHeight and InteractiveWidth are used by the HTML rendering extension to provide the equivalent of
PageHeight and PageWidth. Because the HTML rendering extension dynamically resizes a report to accommodate
drilldown, 

drillthrough, and show/hide features, the report server uses different properties to support pagination on dynamic
pages. 

There is no maximum size for InteractiveHeight. A value of 0 is used to specify infinite height, regardless of the size
designator it is paired with. When InteractiveHeight=0, the user can\\'t see a report until all rendering completes. 

Incorrect answers: 
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PageHeight and PageWidth properties are used by the PDF and Image rendering extensions to establish the regular
occurrence of page breaks based on a physical measurement. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business intelligence (BI) solutions
by using SQL Server2008. 

Now you are employed in a company which is named NaproStar and work as the technical support for the company
which uses SQL Server2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) solution. You have a table named Bills with three columns
contained. They are respectively Shipper, BillKey and BillQuantity. To meet the business development, a dimension
named DimBills and a measure group named TruthBills are created from the Bills table. Besides, the BillKey is set as a
key column and the Shipper is set as an attribute column. 

According to the order of the CIO, a dimension relationship between the BillQuantity column and the Shipper column
should be created to make sure that the Shipper column is able to aggregate BillQuantity column. 

What action below should be performed to achieve this goal? 

A. A regular dimension relationship should be created between the DimBills dimension and the TruthBills measure
group. 

B. The relationship between the TruthBills measure group and DimBills dimension should be set to No Relationship. 

C. A Truth dimension relationship should be created between the TruthBills measure group and DimBills dimension 

D. A regular dimension relationship should be created between the DimBills dimension and the TruthBills measure
group. Besides, the Granularity attribute to Shipper and the measure group columns should be set to BillQuantity. 

E. A regular dimension relationship should be created between the DimBills dimension and the TruthBills measure
group. Besides, the Granularity attribute to BillKey and the measure group columns should be set to BillQuantity 

Correct Answer: C 
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